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Anion Binding Properties of Alkynylplatinum(II)
Complexes with Amide-Functionalized Terpyridine: Host–
Guest Interactions and Fluoride Ion-Induced
Deprotonation**
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Molecular sensors able to detect ions are of interest due to
their potential application in areas such as pollutant sequestration. Alkynylplatinum(II) terpyridine complexes with an amidebased receptor moiety have been synthesized and characterized. Their anion binding properties based on host–guest interactions have been examined with the use of UV-vis absorption
and emission spectral titration studies. Spectral changes were
observed for both complexes upon the addition of spherical
and nonspherical anions. Their titration profiles were shown to
be in good agreement with theoretical results predicting a 1:1
binding model, and the binding constants were determined
from the experimental data. Drastic color changes from yellow
to orange–red were observed for one of the complexes upon
titration with fluoride (F) ion in acetone. These changes were
ascribed to the deprotonation of the amide functionalities induced by F ion, and this was confirmed by the restoration of
spectral changes upon addition of trifluoroacetic acid to the F
ion–complex mixture as well as by electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) data.

Molecular design for ion sensing has long been an interest of
study because of its potential applications in the fields of pollutant sequestration, biomedical and environmental monitoring, as well as ion transport.[1] Owing to the diverse range of
geometries and basicities of different anions, complexation of
anions with the receptor molecules is imposed with much
more challenges and would require a delicate design of host
molecules when compared with cation sensing.[2] Amide-based
ligands belong to the neutral-type anion receptors. Because of
the highly accessible hydrogen-bond donor with directional
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hydrogen-bonding being involved for the host–guest interaction,[2, 3] these features provide them with a differentiating
power to screen anions of different geometries or hydrogenbonding requirements,[2] and they are thus commonly employed in the design of anion sensors.
Luminescent ion sensors generally consist of two components: an ion receptor site responsible for the selective recognition of the target ion, and a luminophore for signaling the
binding events as an optical response due to the changes in
photophysical properties upon molecular recognition. The utilization of luminescent transition metal complexes in the
design of ion sensors has attracted enormous interest because
of their phosphorescence nature arising from enhanced intersystem crossing as a result of the larger spin-orbit coupling favored by the presence of a heavy metal center.[4] The large
Stokes shifts and long excited state lifetimes render this class
of luminescent ion sensors less susceptible to interference
from short-lived background fluorescence signals and light
scattering, which are the common problems encountered by
the sensors of organic luminophores.[4b] Together with the high
sensitivity of their photoluminescence properties towards microenvironmental changes, commonly associated with metalto-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) excited states, the luminescent transition metal complexes could potentially be employed
as the signal transduction component in the design of ion sensors.
Square-planar d8 platinum(II) polypyridine complexes are
one of the well-studied classes of transition metal complexes,
with intriguing spectroscopic and luminescence properties;
many of these properties are found to be associated with their
strong propensity to arrange themselves in oligomeric structures via Pt···Pt and ligand aromatic p–p stacking interactions.[4a, 5–11] Such self-assembly behaviors have also been demonstrated for the detection of various biomacromolecules and for
the monitoring of enzyme kinetics.[9] In addition, our group
has also demonstrated the incorporation of versatile receptor
functionalities on the alkynyl ligands of the platinum(II) terpyridine complexes, with significant color changes and emission
intensity enhancement upon the addition of cations.[12] These
studies not only suggest the strong dependence of the photophysical properties of these complexes on the microenvironmental changes upon the inclusion of ions in the receptor
sites, but also illustrate that they are promising candidates for
the exploration as probing sensors for ion binding events.
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Herein, we report the syntheses and characterization of alkynylplatinum(II) complexes with amide-based terpyridine ligands. The host–guest interactions between the amide-based
receptor moiety and various spherical and nonspherical anions
have also been examined using UV-vis absorption and emission spectral titration studies to assess the anion binding properties of these metal complexes. In particular, drastic color
changes have been observed for one of the complexes upon
F ion addition, which could be attributed to the F ion-induced deprotonation of the amide functionalities.
2,2’:6’,2“-Terpyridine-3’,5’-dicarboxylic acid phenylamide and
2,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine-3’,5’-dicarboxylic acid hexylamide were
prepared from 2,2’:6’,2“-terpyridine-3’,5’-dicarboxylic acid with
procedures given in the Supporting Information. These newly
synthesized amide-containing terpyridine ligands were used to
prepare their respective chloroplatinum(II) terpyridine complexes based on the modification of literature procedures.[7d,f, 13]
Complexes 1 and 2 were synthesized by reacting the corre-

sponding chloroplatinum(II) precursor complexes with phenylacetylene in degassed N,N-dimethylformamide in the presence
of triethylamine and a catalytic amount of copper(I) iodide.
These complexes with hexafluorophosphate (PF6) as counter
anions were metathesized from their triflate (OTf) salts upon
the addition of a saturated methanolic solution of ammonium
hexafluorophosphate, followed by subsequent recrystallization
from the acetonitrile/diethyl ether solution of the complexes.
These complexes were characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy,
IR spectroscopy and positive fast atom bombardment mass
spectrometry (FAB-MS) and gave satisfactory elemental analyses.
Dissolution of 1 and 2 in acetonitrile or acetone gave yellow
solutions at room temperature. The electronic absorption spectra of these complexes at 298 K showed similar absorption pattern with intense intraligand (IL) [p!p*] transitions of the terpyridine and alkynyl ligands at about 250–347 nm, and less intense absorptions at about 445 nm, assignable as the admixtures of MLCT [dp(Pt)!p*(tpy)] and alkynyl-to-terpyridine
ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (LLCT) transitions. Upon photoexcitation at  400 nm, both complexes showed structureless emission bands at about 652–662 nm, which are originated from an excited state of triplet MLCT (3MLCT)/triplet LLCT
(3LLCT) characters (Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
 2014 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Upon addition of Cl or Br ions to the acetonitrile solution
of 1 (0.1 m nBu4NPF6), diminution in the intensities and slight
red shifts were observed for the low-energy MLCT/LLCT absorption band at about 467 nm (Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). Isosbestic points were observed for the UV-vis absorption profiles, suggesting that a clean conversion from the
platinum(II) complex to the ion-bound adducts was involved.
No significant spectral changes were found for the case with
the addition of I ions, while precipitations occurred upon the
addition of F , AcO or H2PO4 ions to the solution of complex
1. Changes to the emission spectra of 1 have also been monitored with the addition of Cl and Br ions.[14] Upon excitation
at the isosbestic wavelength, a decrease in intensities was observed for the 3MLCT/3LLCT emission (Figure 1). The emission

Figure 1. Changes in the emission spectra of 1 (100 mm) in acetonitrile (0.1 m
nBu4NPF6) upon addition of nBu4NCl (top) and nBu4NBr (bottom). Insets:
plot of relative emission intensity at 667 nm against various concentrations
of Cl and Br ions and their theoretical fit for 1:1 binding stoichiometry.

lifetime of 1 was shown to decrease upon addition of these
ions (Table S2 in the Supporting Information). It could possibly
be ascribed to the phosphorescence quenching brought about
by photoinduced electron transfer due to the enhanced electron density on the amide functionalities upon anion inclusion.
The emission titration profiles obtained for the respective
spherical anions were fitted to the theoretical equation for 1:1
binding. The close agreement obtained between the experimental and the theoretical prediction indicated the involvement of a 1:1 complexation stoichiometry under the conditions investigated. The binding constant of 1 towards Cl ions
was found to be higher than that for Br ions (Table S3 in the
Supporting Information), attributed to a smaller size of the Cl
ion, which would favor a stronger extent of hydrogen-bonding
ChemistryOpen 2014, 3, 172 – 176
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interaction with the amide-based receptor sites on 1.
Based on 3s/m,[15] where s is the standard deviation
of blank solution from three independent measurements and m is the slope of the linear region of titration plots based on the changes in the emission
spectra, the detection limit of 1 towards Cl and Br
ions was found to be in the micromolar range
(Table S3 in the Supporting Information).
With the replacement of phenylamide by hexylamide, the solubility of 2 was enhanced. The F ion
binding properties of 2 in acetonitrile (0.1 m Figure 2. Changes to the UV-vis absorption spectra of 2 (100 mm) (solid line) in (left) acenBu4NPF6) and acetone (0.1 m nBu4NPF6) were exam- tonitrile (0.1 m nBu4NPF6) and (right) acetone (0.1 m nBu4NPF6) upon addition of nBu4NF
(4 equiv) (dashed line).
ined. Upon addition of the same amount of F ions,
a significant red shift was observed in the low-energy
absorption band with measurements performed in
acetone when compared with that performed in acetonitrile
(Figure 2), suggesting that the polarity of the solvents may
affect the recognition abilities of the receptor sites. Solvent polarity has been known to determine the ion-pairing association
between the oppositely charged species, in which the electrostatic interaction would be enhanced with the use of a less
polar solvent.[16] Therefore, acetone, a comparatively less polar
solvent (dielectric constant: eacetone = 20.7 and eacetonitrile =
37.5),[16b] would favor the formation of ion pairs for binding interaction, and in turn lessen the competition for solvation of
the target ions.[16a] Because of such a solvent effect, the ion
binding studies of 2 were performed in acetone.
Spectroscopic titration studies have been performed to investigate the host–guest interaction between 2 and F ions.
Upon addition of 0–2 equivalents of F ions, the MLCT/LLCT
absorption spectral changes were found to be similar to those
observed in the case of 1 with the presence of Cl or Br ions
except with a more pronounced extent resulted (top panel,
Figure 3). Further addition of F ions resulted in a substantial
red shift with dramatic color changes from yellow to orange–
red. Upon excitation at the isosbestic wavelength, the 3MLCT/
3
LLCT emission was gradually quenched with increasing concentration of F ions, together with the emergence of a new
lower-energy emission band at about 750 nm with lower intenFigure 3. Changes to the UV-vis absorption (top) and emission (bottom)
spectra of 2 (100 mm) in acetone (0.1 m nBu4NPF6) upon addition of nBu4NF.
sity (bottom panel, Figure 3). Excitation spectra of 2 in the ab
Inset: plot of relative emission intensity at 653 nm against various concensence and in presence of F ions showed different excitation
trations of F ion and its theoretical fit for 1:1 binding stoichiometry.
bands (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). Together with
the spectral changes observed in the UV-vis titration studies,
two different origins were thought to be responsible for the
emission spectral changes. A nice fit to the theoretical equabands were found to be nearly restored to that of the complex
tion of 1:1 binding mode was obtained for the emission specalone (Figure 4), along with the color changes from orange–
tral titration profile, suggestive of the formation of ion-bound
red to yellow. Control experiments have been performed to
adduct with 1:1 stoichiometric ratio.
confirm that the addition of trifluoroacetic acid alone would
F ions have been known to induce the deprotonation of
only account for minor spectral changes of the metal complexes, while the absorption and emission spectra were found
neutral amide-based receptor sites owing to their strong basicto show no significant changes upon the addition of sodium
ity and the formation of the highly stable HF2 anion.[17] In
trifluoroacetate to the F ion–complex mixture (Figures S3 and
order to confirm the possible involvement of a deprotonation
process that gave rise to the dramatic spectral changes, triS4 in the Supporting Information). Moreover, the quenched
fluoroacetic acid, which has been shown to transfer protons to
emission of the Cl ion–complex mixture, of which hydrogen[18]
the deprotonated amide receptor sites, was employed in the
bonding interactions were involved for the binding event, was
shown to remain nearly unchanged upon the addition of tripresent investigation. Upon addition of trifluoroacetic acid to
fluoroacetic acid (Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). Tothe F ion–complex mixture, the absorption and emission
 2014 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 4. Changes to the UV-vis absorption (top) and emission (bottom)
spectra of 2 (100 mm) (solid line) in acetone (0.1 m nBu4NPF6) in the presence
of nBu4NF (4 equiv) (dashed line), and in the mixture in the presence of trifluoroacetic acid (4 equiv) (dotted line).

gether with the 1:1 binding stoichiometry determined, these
observations suggest that the dramatic color changes of 2
upon addition of high concentrations of F ions are likely associated with the F ion-induced mono-deprotonation of the
amide-based receptor moiety. The use of trifluoroacetic acid
has allowed the regeneration of 2 by proton transfer process
via Brønsted acid–base reactions, which was responsible for
the restoration of the yellow color of the complex solution.
Such deprotonation–protonation processes have been demonstrated to be highly reversible for at least three cycles. In the
19
F NMR study, other than the observation of the characteristic
doublet at a d value of 73 ppm, which was assignable to the
PF6 counter anion, two signals were observed at d values of
115 ppm and 152 ppm upon addition of an excess of
nBu4NF in the [D6]acetone solution of 2 (Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). These signals were assigned as the free
F ion[19] and the HF2 ion,[20] suggesting the occurrence of the
F ion-induced deprotonation. Also, negative electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) spectrum with a signal at
m/z 839 corresponding to [M  PF6 + 2 F + H2O] was observed
(Figure S7 in the Supporting Information), establishing the existence of the neutral mono-deprotonated [M  PF6  H] and the
stable HF2 anion upon addition of high concentrations of F
ions.
The binding affinities of 2 towards other anions have also
been examined by monitoring the UV-vis and emission spectral
changes upon titration (Figure 5; see also, Figures S8 and S9 in
the Supporting Information), in which the resultant spectral
changes were similar to that of 1 in the presence of Cl or Br
ions.[14] The emission lifetime of 2 was also found to decrease
in the presence of the anions (Table S2 in the Supporting Information). The titration profiles have been fitted to the theoretical equation for 1:1 binding mode with nice agreement ob 2014 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 5. Changes to the UV-vis absorption (top) and emission (bottom)
spectra of 2 (100 mm) in acetone (0.1 m nBu4NPF6) upon addition of
nBu4NAcO. Insets: plot of absorbance at 467 nm and relative emission intensity at 653 nm against various concentrations of AcO ions and their theoretical fit for 1:1 binding stoichiometry.

tained, suggestive of the 1:1 host–guest relationship for 2 and
the respective anions. The binding constants determined
(Table S3 in the Supporting Information) were found to correlate with the size and basicity of the spherical anions, in the
order: F > Cl > Br > I . Moreover, 2 has also been shown to
exhibit strong binding constants towards the non-spherical
AcO ion, possibly ascribed to its high basicity. However, precipitations occurred upon the addition of H2PO4 ions to the
complex solution of 2, preventing further study. The detection
limits of the anions investigated, determined as 3s/m[15] from
three individual measurements, were found to be ranging
from 5.75 to 23.09 mm (Table S3 in the Supporting Information).
To conclude, functionalization of the alkynlplatinum(II) terpyridine complexes with amide-based receptor moiety allows
these metal complexes to serve as potential anion sensing
probes based on the host–guest interaction. These complexes
could signal the anion binding events with UV-vis absorption
and emission spectral changes, with their anion binding affinity
found to be dependent on the size and/or the basicity of the
anions investigated. The F ion-induced deprotonation of the
amide-based receptor sites on the metal complexes would
result in drastic color changes, which has provided a convenient sensing strategy for the visual detection of F ions.
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